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neighborhood comment RT location Tag 1 Tag 2 Site Specific

fairlington Multi-purpose space like adding recreation space on top of buildings.
Shirlington co-location decking

bluemont Multi-use facilities Key co-location

bluemont Engage under represented residents.
Key

community 

engagement

fairlington Because of such limited space, please try to think outside of the box.
Shirlington creative thinking

bluemont build up and over Key decking

fairlington For committee members-do address the fact that there are very few 

members for south Arlington. Shirlington equity

Glen Carolyn We need to carefully assess how our (taxpayer money is used.  Do 

not be starstruck for commercial developers (Crystal city/Rosslyn) 

and give away the farm to build empty high-rises.  Wasting valuable 

land, money and resources. Shirlington fiscal stewardship

Donaldson run Adopt an investment approach to land acquisition. County should 

purchase larger tracts when available regardless of immediate need.
W-L land acquisition

barcroft Forget " Zoning".  Think co-functionality from jump. Acknowledge 

that it might (ha!) be expensive. Get the land.

Langston 

Brown land acquisition-pro

fairlington Look to lease properties. Shirlington lease

Donaldson run Question the basic premise of development/density's desirability. 

Space/resources are limited. Growth cannot be unlimited.
Long Branch long range planning

Glen Carolyn Arlington is a residential community first.  Do not build firs, then try 

to figure out how to support. Figure out how the county can support 

and IF it can support further growth and development before moving 

forward or issuing more building (commercial/mixed use permits, or 

rezoning property. Shirlington long range planning

Donaldson run Encourage preservation of neighborhood character -buffering of 

noxious uses, decentralizing/smaller scaling of essential services 

where possible.

neighborhood 

characteristics

bluemont county and schools work together
Key

School/County 

Coordination

nauck multi-use should be a top priority for any new build and make them 

just retail/housing. We should look at housing civic space /recreation 

centers/roof top facilities Shirlington affordable housing co-location



Douglas park Co-location but co-location to include committed affordable housing 

to make sure that other residents who don't always get represented
Shirlington affordable housing co-location

Columbia forest
be sure that decisions about land and county budgets are always 

premised on the principle that the county IS the people who live in it, 

not the landscape r the historic heritage or the real-estate value.  This 

means keeping the county a place where families that have invested 

their lives in it-their children's schooling. their neighborhood 

friendships, etc.--can count as much as possible to remaining in it.  

And that means investing in affordable housing Long Branch affordable housing

neighborhood 

characteristics

Save space for affordable housing. W-L affordable housing

Ballston Affordable housing is important, but should not trump all other 

considerations. W-L affordable housing

barcroft increase affordable housing in the new multi-use buildings (e.g., VHC 

properties, etc. as they are used for new projects Long Branch affordable housing

Ballston JFAC needs to communicate with the board and planning commission 

about the impacts on county services that proposed site plans and 

developments will cause.  This should be a required report for any 

rezoning requests and developers should be assessed for funds 

towards schools and services rather than public art.
W-L assessment-impacts

leeway overlee need an inventory on public buildings, commercial buildings, schools, 

parks, open space; need a prioritization list of needs (pertaining to 

current space) W-L assessment-needs

Quincy park north Evaluate which service/needs are location specific (i.e.., emergency 

services) and which are less location specific (i.e.., bus storage).  

Which services should be metro-accessible, which can be further 

from metro (cheaper). Central Library assessment-needs

barcroft Multi tasking /use of properties (i.e.., tennis courts on roofs of 

schools Shirlington co-location decking

cherrydale Keeping the buck property intact increases the flexibility of the space. 

There is not other space of this size. Find the best possible multi-

purpose use to achieve the best use for as many people as possible. 
Central Library co-location Buck

Arlington Ridge multi-use -including vacant office use. Key co-location

Consider multi-use buildings and build up rather than out. Some 

current facilities could be repurposed this weary (barcroft center as 

example). W-L co-location

Ballston Child care and senior services are important unmet needs. W-L co-location



cherrydale Site flexibility should be a top property for evaluation property 

options. Central Library co-location

shirlington Rethink multi-use beyond condos/harris teeter. Shirlington co-location

barcroft consider multi-use, such as plows and buses using school parking lots 

(and bathrooms. Schools are closed on snow days Long Branch co-location

Ballston Need to investigate multiple uses of a given site (bus parking under 

ground with green space above that provides room for community 

garden, pollinator gardens, and wildlife habitat) Kenmore co-location

Courthouse the buck property -or any property should not remain vacant during 

decision making because it reduces incomes all around

Langston 

Brown commercial

Quincy park north increase emphasis on community benefits will help gain acceptance
Central Library commuinty benefit

bluemont developers of new apartment buildings should have there impact 

fees go towards schools, whether or not the county thinks many kids 

will be living at that building W-L community benefit

Donaldson run I suggest that the first step when considering development of a site is 

to convene a meeting of neighbors surrounding the area to give input 

as to what they would like to see on the site. Not that this input 

would be the final decision, but that elements of what is desirable to 

neighbors might be incorporated into the plans for the area
Long Branch

community 

engagement

Keep the process transparent and stay in touch with affected 

neighborhoods before any decisions are made. W-L

community 

engagement

shirlington On the pavement community outreach.
Shirlington

community 

engagement

barcroft include or reach out to affected neighborhoods in all changes
Shirlington

community 

engagement

barcroft cost and effect of all moves Shirlington cost/benefit

shirlington think creatively about co-located facilities and repurposing existing 

buildings for other uses Key creative thinking co-location

cherrydale Think big: don't let the county always force you to solve the 

immediate problem before you. Key creative thinking

barcroft look broadly-big picture, includes NOT taking things off the table 

without consideration (e.g., properties, uses, zoning, budget
Long Branch creative thinking

Williamsburg The last five years are the hottest on record. Climate change is real. 

Communities are turning 'to trees as green infrastructure to mitigate 

and adopt', to it (Urban forests , Jill jonnes, p. 342). Arlington needs 

to be a leader, not out of the loop.  show we are forward thinking.  
W-L environment



city of Alexandria Satellite facilities for infrastructure equipment helps reduce response 

time to critical water, sewer, electricity utilities in emergency 

situations

Langston 

Brown equity

Lyon village Arlington county needs to consider until-use development for all new 

facilities.  Equitable distribution will always be difficult to adaptability 

will be necessary. Central Library equity

shirlington I would like to see the needs of the largely underrepresented citizens 

(our low income population) optimized in this process Shirlington equity

shirlington share the load of housing school buses , etc. (equal north/south)
Shirlington equity

Courthouse equability of space used for storage is a relevant point to consider Langston 

Brown equity

nauck fairly distribute facilities needs throughout the county. South 

Arlington should not be the dumping ground for all service vehicles, 

etc. Shirlington equity

nauck purchase buck property and use for light industrial instead of land 

swap Shirlington equity

Cherrydale athletic field space is THE top need-relates to schools and quality of 

life and why people want to live here

Langston 

Brown fields

Ballston School and county facilities need not be so fancy, just useful.  Look 

for opportunities to use existing vacant properties. W-L fiscal stewardship

Courthouse Financial components and costs are important for consideration Langston 

Brown fiscal stewardship

leeway overlee need to fully understand what the uses of carline springs and buck 

property could actually be without significant infrastructure costs
W-L fiscal stewardship

Virginia square Buck property for contiguous use (NO SWAP) Westover land acquisition Buck

Virginia square VHC swap for Carlin Springs Westover land acquisition Carlin Springs

Donaldson run County should be aggressive in acquiring industrial area of s 4 mile 

run for the undesirable uses that no residential neighborhood wants 

(bus depot comes to mind). Long Branch land acquisition Shirlington Road

alcova heights Please look at facilities that Must be in close proximity to county 

residents (e.g., schools, parks, etc.) and prioritize keeping/adding 

these within county limits.  For other facilities (bus/vehicle , impound 

lots, salt domes, etc.) -look outside county limits for cheaper land 

near major transportation arteries.
W-L land acquisition

cherrydale Always ask the county if the need could be performed outside the 

county. Key land acquisition

Virginia square Land is so important maintain as large an area as opportunity 

permits. W-L land acquisition



Cherrydale Buy buck and Carlin springs--and as much additional land as possible Langston 

Brown land acquisition-pro Buck and Carlin springs

city of Alexandria Please consider joint use for property purchased in the future. Langston 

Brown land acquisition-pro

Lyon park Please think strategically: develop an effective system for identifying 

future needs; and defined inventory of possible sites to acquire over 

the next 25-50 years.  Make decisions based on information from 

these systems. Central Library long range planning

Lyon village Think long term, but do not forget that some opportunities may not 

present themselves again. Timing is everything. W-L long range planning

glen carlyn need for long term , county wide planning vs short term issue specific 

planning Long Branch long range planning

barcroft consider ALL options-rezone if necessary. Space not already on this 

list should be considered Long Branch long range planning

Lyon park this meeting did not address long range planning , which is my main 

concern. Lack of long range planning is what has caused the 

pressures were are facing

Langston 

Brown long range planning

courthouse Build an overall vision that includes all land needs. Build out a long 

range plan for meeting them. No single opportunity will meet all, and 

they will change over time.  But this way, with each action, Arlington 

will see how we are progressing against our overall goals and what 

next steps should be our priority. Key long range planning

Quincy park north Here needs to be a more holistic approach to strategic planning that 

includes county and neighborhood services, requirements and 

benefits. Focusing on individual properties , such as buck-may not be 

effective given the other development being proposed at the ed 

center, YMCA, and red top cap locations.  All of the development, 

planning, purchase options, should consider short, medium and long 

term planning and uses. 
Central Library long range planning

Lyon park My top message is that the recommendations need to take the long 

view, be bold and examine 'the way we've always done it".  Use the 

work done in CFS s a basis, including all the info on demographics 

and ? , to inform decisions.  But, don't look to just the short term--

the easy or the obvious. Long Branch long range planning

Virginia square Obtaining contiguous property for county use to enhance usability of 

existing county facilities /schools/parks for future expansion or 

improvement of public use. Avoiding development of space which 

limits use in the future such as buck/arcland swap
Westover mixed use Buck



leeway overlee need future facilities to be 'mixed use' to support multiple needs, 

whether they be short term or long term W-L mixed use

Virginia square Buck: impact to the neighboring community of SFH, value of property 

as being walkable to metro, W-L

neighborhood 

characteristics Buck

Donaldson run Consider community character/compatible appearance and use- 

when making decisions about use. Long Branch

neighborhood 

characteristics

Virginia square Consider the general character of the county and communities.  neighborhood 

characteristics

Don't forget trees and green space in any plans /deals. Also, 

environmental impact statements are needed. W-L open space

Lyon park Keep the environment in mind-green space, trees, pollution control, 

over -building and density. Central Library open space

glen carlyn The existence of open space should make open space as a priority. 

Develop where there is already density and public transport to serve 

it. No more schools on carline springs road. W-L open space

nauck/alcova heights Open space-we have too many people and not enough space to 'live'
W-L open space

barcroft health through green spaces-if light industrial will go up -Must have 

study of impact on air quality for any nearby schools and 

playgrounds, where kids spend up to 10 hours a day Long Branch open space

Lyon park Arlington needs to adopt a policy of recycle-reuse-upcycle for all 

building needs. Park lands and greenways are not adequately valued 

in our planning processes or feasibility studies Langston 

Brown open space

Lyon park Look for solutions w neighboring counties for storage space.
Central Library

out of county 

property

nauck/alcova heights Use arcland to build an 8 story parking space for county light 

industrial use. W-L parking-bus Shirlington Road

Lyon village Partnerships with other entities may offer creative solutions to the 

county's facility issues, that the county can not solve on its own.
W-L

public/private 

partnerships

glen carlyn Parents don’t all want another comprehensive high school. W-L school planning

cherrydale Not planning adequately for schools in the long term has far reaching 

effects on our future citizens. The constant increase of high rise 

apartment/condo buildings will certainly mean more children. We 

need more school space. Central Library school planning

cherrydale Remember that the county has historically failed to plan land use for 

schools. Key school planning

bluemont School needs, growing number of students new schools, location.
W-L school planning



bluemont plan for increasing capacity needs well in advance. Schools are 

overcapacity the minute they open and the need is growing.  We 

need to get a handle on capacity of schools and other infrastructure 

before the need is there Kenmore school planning

barcroft include school decisions Shirlington school planning

cherrydale We need one central facilities group-that serves both APS and the 

county. This would lead to cost efficiencies and co-location.
Kenmore

school/county 

coordination co-location

Arlington Ridge Joint planning discussion with the school board.
Key

School/County 

Coordination

dover-crystal Have county and schools plan together
Shirlington

School/County 

Coordination

shirlington have a member from school FAC committee or board present at all 

JFAC meetings Shirlington

School/County 

Coordination

cherrydale Coordinated action between the APS and county to work together to 

identify land needs and set priorities jointly. Kenmore

school/county 

coordination

cherrydale This is your chance to bring the county and school uses together.
Key

school/county 

coordination

cherrydale Analysis of all publicly around sites both APS and the county-and 

their characteristics and the analysis of all physical needs of APS and 

the county, and their needs/characteristics. Let's find the 

intersections. This will also help with co-locations. Kenmore

school/county 

coordination

Virginia square Opportunity around buck preparty is not built for an increase of 

vehicle traffic. Is there a possible exit from the buck property onto 66 

or some who away from all of the school children walking to and 

playing around the swath from Science focus to the wash/lee HS.
W-L

Traffic 

congestion/safety Buck

glen carlyn should the county decide to acquire the carline springs road, VHC 

site, the use must be considered in tandem with a comprehensive 

traffic study and remediation plan.  That road is unsafe for children 

walking to schools, for residents trying to turn into their 

neighborhoods, and for wildlife that tries to stay out of our way, but 

turns up in the morning as roadkill.  W-L traffic/safety

Quincy park north need to look at traffic flow impacts and improvements needed Central Library traffic/safety

Arlington mill as we continue to grapple with growth and increased density in 

Arlington, consider a maximum density for the county.  Natural 

ecosystems have a carrying capacity, human systems probably 

should too Long Branch urban density

Virginia square Simply because an areas was zoned industrial when the RR was 

operating, that zone may not be a wise use in the current 

environment. W-L zoning Buck



Quincy park north look at development actually possible on a site-given use constraints
Central Library zoning

Virginia Square acquire all the Lee Highway properties - might help the Affordable 

Housing Master Plan reach goal of geographical distribution
Arl Mill affordable housing Lee Hwy

Columbia Heights Acquire all the Lee Highway properties - might help the Affordable 

Housing Master Plan reach goal of geographical distribution
Arl Mill affordable housing Lee Hwy

Follow affordable housing master plan. Shirlington affordable housing

Affordable housing is a crucial need-listen to neighborhoods (Lee 

highway and Rosslyn-WANT affordable housing. W-L affordable housing

Affordable housing W-L affordable housing

bluemont I'm active in VOICE with strong support for affordable housing. This 

received almost we comment which appeared to be implicitly 

accepted. W-L affordable housing

glen carlyn Within #1 above, how to prevent Arlington from becoming so 

expensive many people are priced out? W-L affordable housing

Williamsburg The county should be conducting environmental impact studies for 

all development plans and projects.  W-L

assessment-

environmental

Aurora Highlands Sites should be scanned and scored for deal-breakers (e.g., 

contamination, utility, geography), especially swap sites Arl Mill

assessment-

environmental

glen carlyn need to have widely disseminated impact assessment on 

environment and traffic prior to any decisions being made
Long Branch

assessment-

environmental 

/traffic impact 

glen carlyn Distribute and decentralize industrial services--as appropriate   do 

both environmental and traffic impact studies (and reports of land 

use.  These studies are extremely important for the VHC site on Carlin 

springs road. This is an extremely valuable piece of land for green 

space, animals, water shed, environmental education, reconsider 

multi-use at VHC W-L

assessment-

environmental/ 

traffic impact Carlin Springs

Ask for impacts and mitigative steps from your advisory groups.
Key assessment-impacts

Westover collect data and stick to the facts. The public will respond to that
Kenmore assessment-impacts

Ballston Virginia 

square

Consider what nearby developments will also have significant impact 

on a given site. Kenmore assessment-impacts

glen carline needs must inform decision making/discussion. Glencarlyn assessment-needs

Ballston Virginia 

square

please consider opportunity costs on repurposing a site. (i.e., what is 

the community impact on displacing childcare facility when the 

county has a childcare crisis Kenmore assessment-needs

Dominion Hills Two guiding principles are co-location and building up. Westover co-location decking



Virginia square Buck:  usefulness of location near schools (WL/Science focus) and 

Hayes park, central library-us site for schools, parks, fields--and co-

locate with senior center/day care.  W-L co-location Buck
I support use of the Ed Center for W-L expansion, so the Buck 

property is logical place for the additional fields and/or parking for 

the larger school. W-L co-location Buck

Think of multi-use on both buck and Carlin springs properties and 

being willing to spend extra dollars to facilitate putting schools, 

athletic fields and parks together.

Langston 

Brown co-location

mutli use, build up Shirlington co-location

co-location-co-location -colocation Shirlington co-location

Explore efficiencies and open space and multi-use. W-L co-location

EFC/Lee Hwy Arlington needs space for recreation AND Schools. Westover co-location

Ballston Virginia 

square

Sports facilities and multi-sports facilities-recreational centers are 

need for ALL ages, toddlers-seniors. We need a community center 

that is metro accessible on the orange line. co-location

Yorktown
Shared facilities (park adjacent to schools so shared open spaces). 

W-L co-location

Yorktown
·         Policies that encourage County goals – walkable neighborhood 

schools, multiple use buildings, (parking underground, parks at 

ground level, building use, courts on top.
W-L co-location

boulevard manor Encourage non traditional and innovative co-location uses of 

properties. Long Branch co-location

Jamestown ES Purchasing large parcels of land to use for schools & recreation 

makes sense to me. 

Westover
co-location

Arlington Mill Purchase the land, focus on light industrial and SPACE for co-location
Arl Mill co-location

Bluemont I support building up and multiuse to use valuable /limited land. I 

oppose the use of existing natural spaces, which will never come 

back. 

Westover

co-location

Columbia Heights Co-location on all County/school sites. Think of T.J. Think of Arlington 

Mill. Think of Silver Spring's new library with senior citizen housing
Arl Mill co-location

Old Glebe Better to co-locate the essential ops near Trades Center. May need 

gas/service in N. Arlington but more efficient to co-locate.

Westover

co-location

Ballston Virginia 

square

We need a community center (one use would be for seniors in 

Arlington that is metro accessible on the orange line. co-location



Cherrydale Use the space we have to serve multiple purposes, in flexible (e.g., 

classrooms become meeting space) and innovative (e.g., equipped 

for distance learning) ways, in locations where they are needed. 

Westover

co-location

glen carlyn Consider multi-use of land (park, day care, county office spaces, 

outdoor education. W-L co-location

Allow extension of current leases in Buck space until Arlington county 

decides what to DO, so that space is not vacant.

Langston 

Brown commercial Buck

forest glen require the building to contribute to roads, schools, etc. Central Library community benefit

rock springs prioritize essential services first based on the acreage you need. 

Think about a fee on developers for providing schools, etc. this is a 

comprehensive county problem W-L community benefit

It would be good for the county to open discussion about eminent 

domain and educate taxpayers on future potential need to acquire 

parcels in this way. Central Library

community 

engagement

Continue to get feedback throughout the process - not just this round 

of 10. Arl Mill

community 

engagement

I think these meetings should be facilitated with an overall purpose 

of shared best interest and shared pride in being an Arlingtonian.

Westover
community 

engagement

Have full representation (i.e.., double income no kids not 

represented, millennials not represented, religious groups not 

represented. Key

community 

engagement

glen carlyn it would be immensely helpful to have more information abut the 

priority county needs-facility needs Kenmore

community 

engagement

aurora hills I'm worried that residents pet project will 'trump' the operational 

needs of the county. central library

community 

engagement

boulevard manor More communication on needs and uses of land with community 

members--especially w members of disadvantaged demographic 

groups. Long Branch

community 

engagement

Dominion Hills JFAC is doing an excellent job in reaching out to all communities and 

explaining the opportunities and limitations in meeting all 

community needs, especially for essential operating services.

Westover

community 

engagement

glen carlyn consolidation of facilities-related information on the county website, 

organized, easy to use Long Branch

community 

engagement

Bluemont I am new to this area (land use issues) -- a better overview of the 

properties at issue, with pictures, would have helped, if just for a few 

minutes.

Westover
community 

engagement

Bellevue forest it seems to make sense to look at each property and determine top 

five uses for each and present them to the public. Central Library

community 

engagement



Madison Manor In my opinion, the meeting might have been more productive if we 

had a few maps with info to describe the sites and give us spatial 

context for discussions. 

Westover
community 

engagement

nauck Leverage the civic associations. FCC

community 

engagement

nauck More frequent newspaper updates for residents. FCC

community 

engagement

Ballston/Virginia 

square

Must consider GLUP /neighborhood (civic association) views and 

conservation plans, and often surrounding developments. Kenmore

community 

engagement

Ballston Virginia 

square

when presenting data/conclusions in final report, ensure you capture 

areas of consensus and areas of contention/disagreement
Kenmore

community 

engagement

glencarlyn I would like for JFAC to mitigate the lobbying that constituents do 

with regards to the most equitable distribution of needed services.  
W-L

community 

engagement

Arlington Ridge

Communicating with Residents. Problem with outreach, civic 

associations don't draw enough middle age and younger residents.  

Need a 'draw' (to get them interested/involved) FCC

community 

engagement

Arlington Ridge Urban/suburban different perspectives. How to articulate tradeoffs? FCC

community 

engagement

Levine 

Music/Westover 

Baptist Church

If anyone from JFAC would like to tour "the arc" -- town hall, 

education, arts, recreation community -- that I referred to as a model 

, inexpensively built, community transforming center I will be glad to 

facilitate such. It's an amazing public-private partnership that puts 

together arts, social service, health, education, and recreation 

partners. 110,000 on 16.5 acres --thearcdc.org 

Westover

community 

engagement

Find a way to ask people that are not at RT --about their thoughts. 

This should not be the loudest voices. It needs to be the best 

decisions. Kenmore

community 

engagement

Community involvement essential in decision making process
W-L

community 

engagement

Ballston Virginia 

Square

I would look closely at cost benefits of siting storage facilities out of 

the county.

Langston 

Brown cost/benefit

overlee Think big for future use of the large buck site instead of breaking it 

apart. W-L creative thinking Buck

The County should engage expert consultation on sustainable urban 

development to provide potential innovative solutions that will meet 

the whole range of needs and interests.

Westover

creative thinking
Plan clearly , comprehensively, and creatively. W-L creative thinking

Think outside the box. W-L creative thinking



clarendon-

courthouse

Creativity is needed
W-L creative thinking

bluemont I believe more attention should be given to the optimal bldg. and 

land architecture and planning can make a density more attractive 
W-L creative thinking

Buck should include 2 decks over I-66. bottom for parking, top for 

natural meadow habitat park.  Key decking Buck

Build above highway 66 and RT 50. consider not the cost of these 

options but also opportunities costs of not using these sites 

efficiently. Kenmore decking

Work to preserve Arlington's communities-parks and schools and 

businesses with walk areas think about 'air space' across the county.
Kenmore decking

Bellevue forest please be sure to include multi-use recreational facilitation as 

appropriate sites on roof tops Central Library decking

dover Build over I-66 for fields, industrial use, etc. W-L decking

Ballston/Virginia 

square

Think smarter when it comes to using county land and searching for 

new land opportunities-outside for the county-so that unreasonable 

increasing density and over development in residential 

neighborhoods can be avoided. Kenmore density

land 

acquisition Carlin Springs

Bluemont Halt increased density – this creates the scarcity problem. It doesn’t 

have to be that way. W-L density

·         The County is in overgrowth mode – slow it down. Fix what we 

have now – quit adding more people on top of where we are now.
W-L density

Old Glebe No more approval for density w/o assurances that we can handle 

more people. Stop letter developer get their way without paying for 

infrastructure.

Westover

density

ashton heights Within open space – it is extremely important to pay attention to our 

environment and our contributions to it. To that end, native plants 

are infinitely more valuable to supporting the natural environment – 

only native plants support the native environment. So native plants 

are important for themselves – but also native plants are cheaper to 

maintain ad therefore more budget friendly. And, as part of native 

plants, a native tree canopy for the County is important for our 

future health and economic interests. W-L environment

shirlington Protect and enhance water quality of all streams in the County, using 

an overall view of entire stream system inside and beyond the 

County. Four Mile Run is a unique resource that needs to be 

preserved and highlighted as a benefit. W-L environment



Don’t  build the aquatics facility. Poor location to access, not serving 

all of Arlington, zoned P-S same as trades. Use this site for a trades 

center.  Consider aquatics at Carlin Springs. It would serve more 

diverse communities. W-L equity land use

Glen Carolyn Despite comments to the contrary, equity SHOULD be a guiding force 

for this committee. S. Arlington neighborhoods lack equitable service 

in regards to maintenance and beautification of infrastructure , and 

traffic flow on a major road artery. Those who disagree are invited to 

tour my neighborhood and talk with its inhabitants. I support land 

swap, then focus on defensible use of it!

Westover

equity

not available

North /south distribution ONLY makes sense if facilities are needed in 

both areas equally.  Separate and equal spaces divided into n/s 

Arlington.  I doubt are necessary for all services (I'm a south Arlington 

resident). FCC equity

Equity between North and South Arlington should be considered but 

NOT priority. Best utilization of existing County land should have 

priority. Life is NOT fair.

Westover

equity

Pitting schools against parks or younger residents against older ones 

is divisive and won't lead to effective, innovative solutions.

Westover

equity

shirlington Improve equity between north and south Arlington in terms of siting 

needed County support facilities. W-L equity

shirlington Improve equity between north and south Arlington in terms of siting 

needed County support facilities. W-L equity

boulevard manor
Distribute and decentralize industrial services--spread the pain more.   Long Branch equity

Dominion Hills The equitable distribution of these services is important while 

looking holistically at the needs.

Westover
equity

boulevard manor equity for ALL groups or viewpoints equity

shirlington

Also, we must break the generation old stigma that exists between 

north and south Arlington. FCC equity

shirlington Lease consider all available commercial land (north and south) to 

meet the county needs. South Arlington residents are concerned that 

there is a disproportional increase in county commercial land use in 

their neighborhood. Kenmore equity

do studies beforehand for feasibility before making big decisions and 

financial commitments 

Langston 

Brown feasibility study Buck

Donaldson 

Run/Sports 

commission

Sports commission supports putting fields on buck, over 66, and 

turning concrete sports courts into fields by laying down synthetic 

materials. W-L Fields



County needs more baseball fields. Competition for those who are 

not on the school team makes practice run into late evening. This is 

also a density problem at the schools. W-L fields

Williamsburg Forget about winning awards - be more pragmatic, get better bang 

for our dollars.

Westover fiscal stewardship

Jamestown ES When new facilities are built, I want to see smart, judicious use of 

money, not "world-class" facilities.

Westover
fiscal stewardship

glen carline why cant Arlington say 'no' Kenmore fiscal stewardship

Tara-Leeway Heights For APS, concentrate on functionality rather than winning award. 

Discovery ES is lovely but indefensible when other schools are so 

crowded.

Westover

fiscal stewardship

GLUP for Buck =Low residential. Does this mean anything? Langston 

Brown GLUP

glen carlyn ·         Carlin Springs (VHC)-keep urgent care at current location. If not, 

use it for emergency Operations Center W-L land acquisition

emergency 

care Carlin Springs

pentagon city/Lyon 

park

Buck:  acquire it, but don't do the swap with arcland in order to 

preserve maximum flexibility for the future at all the public sites 

along (and possibly over) I66 ni the aggregate. Key land acquisition Buck

Williamsburg I also think buying the buck property and using it for a non-industrial 

use would allow the property to fit in with the residential area.
W-L land acquisition Buck

pentagon city/Lyon 

park

VHC:   sell them the Edison site for the Carlin Springs site and cash for 

the reminder.  Push to acquire the condo/parking site at carline 

springs as well and to make sure the lee highway sites are in the mix 

for future planning there. Key land acquisition Carlin Springs

Williamsburg I agree with some of the others that swapping the 11 acre Carlin 

Springs property for the Edison property with vhc may be a no-

brainer because of the large amount of land-to use as a school.
W-L land acquisition Carlin Springs

glencarlyn I am most concerned that people do not appreciate the unique land 

attributes of the VHC carline springs site. W-L land acquisition Carlin Springs

Bluemont Do not release County-owned land. W-L land acquisition

shirlington Please buy/swap any commercial land that is currently available to 

meet long term need. Kenmore land acquisition

fairlington DO the VHC land swap FCC land acquisition -pro Carlin Springs



Westover Do not swap the Buck site. Washington & Lee is right across the 

street and is severely overcrowded. Why not use the front of that site 

for school-related activity and retain the back for Dynamic 

Gymnastics? Or move the county functions that are in the building 

next to the planetarium so the school can take over that building and 

move the county functions to the Buck site.

Westover

land acquisition-

opposed Buck

Instead of a land swap with Virginia hospital center, do a cash deal 

and use the money for better use.  The Carlin Springs site has limited 

utilization and uses. Shirlington

land acquisition-

opposed Carlin Springs

Take the money for VHC.
Shirlington

land acquisition-

opposed Carlin Springs

fairlington

Do NOT do the Buck land swap, but buy the property.  More time is 

needed to determine the appropriate use of the buck property and 

the land in Shirlington. FCC land acquisition-pro Buck
Top priority: Buy as much land (now at low interest rates). Land 

prices will only increase. W-L land acquisition-pro Buck

The County needs, absolutely, to obtain both the Buck and Carlin 

Springs properties for uses anticipated now but especially 

unanticipated and changing uses in the future. The Arcland swap 

should also be considered, especially if an option to purchase the 

parcel back can be negotiated with Arcland. It would be very short-

sighted to accept money for the Edison site, in fact downright 

irresponsible. Arl Mill land acquisition-pro Buck and Carlin Springs

Penrose/Arlington 

Heights (on border

Large land purchases give the County & Schools increased flexibility
Arl Mill land acquisition-pro

I support county acquisition of land for unspecific future uses.
Central Library land acquisition-pro

not available If land is available, the county should buy it or swap for it FCC land acquisition-pro

not available

Priorities will change over time, but I believe that the county will 

need all available land it can acquire in the foreseeable future. FCC land acquisition-pro

Buy up all land you can get.
Arl Mill land acquisition-pro

We need to acquire as much land as possible. Preserve our open 

space and add to it. Arl Mill land acquisition-pro

KEEP AND OBTAIN MORE LANDS. Westover land acquisition-pro

Aggressively acquired land with bonds floated proactively for a land 

investment fund. Key land acquisition-pro



Arlington county should purchase as much land as possible whenever 

it becomes available. W-L land acquisition-pro

Pursue all possible land acquisition asap.
W-L land acquisition-pro

Hyde park condo Like idea of creating und for purchase of property parcels for county 

needs Central Library land acquisition-pro

Westover buy land
Kenmore land acquisition-pro

EFC/Lee Hwy If land is available, we should get it one way or another. Westover
land acquisition-pro

Dominion Hills Advocate for purchasing / acquiring large usable (for multiple 

purposes / max flexibility) parcels of land.

Westover
land acquisition-pro

shirlington County should buy property at every chance and not make property 

swaps that result in loss of acreage W-L land acquisition-pro

Douglas Park Concentrate on large parcels, particularly with industrial use zoning.
Arl Mill land acquisition-pro

·         Acquire land – open land is critical! Buy anything.
W-L land acquisition-pro

Douglas Park The main focus should be to purchase the largest, contiguous parcels 

of land possible. What gets put on that land over the next 10-50 

years can change but we need the land first. Arl Mill land acquisition-pro

dominion hills Please plan for the long term and error on the side of land acquisition-

particularly in relation to future school needs. Land in Arlington is 

scarce and expensive-and it will only grow scarcer and more 

expensive. Kenmore land acquisition-pro

Old Glebe GET THE LAND (100 year mistake to take cash for land). Carlin spring 

is a great location centrally located. IF you get Carlin Springs for 

schools, I would be OK if you gave up part of Buck to get the Arcland 

Property for bus and essential needs. (need to make sure to keep 

part of Buck that's usable) 

Westover

land acquisiton-pro Buck

Quincy Park N Short term-Buck property should not be a land swap. It would be 

best served as a school/field/open space. Look into decking over 66 

please. W-L land swap-opposed co-location Buck

overlee No swap land with arcland for buck property. Sore to eyes with 

storage facility in the middle of a beautiful north Arlington site W-L land swap-opposed Buck

·         Say no to some development, i.e. Cube Smart on Buck Property.
W-L land swap-opposed

Ballston/Virginia 

square

Absolutely deck over I-66.
Kenmore land use decking



Langston ·         In favor of looking at VHC property on Carlin Springs to be used 

as joint OEM/fire station/emergency services for residents in the 

southwest corridor W-L land use Carlin Springs

Penrose what is consideration for recreation outside of more fields-

appreciate suggestion made. Great question about county facility for 

business incubation Kenmore land use

shirlington

Schools and park space are important, however, we must not lose 

sight of the 'dirty' needs of the county.  Trucks, buses, DES, etc. These 

dirty services are vital and should be regarded as high, if not higher 

than schools and parks. FCC land use

Ballston Better utilize existing space-use empty office space for temporary or 

surge classrooms. Kenmore land use

Ballston/Virginia 

square

Consider efficiency of use, not geographic equity.
Kenmore land use

Ballston/Virginia 

square

Must consider recent use/history of property.
Kenmore land use

With the density of schools near Carlin Springs and the need for S 

Arlington emergency services, I support use of the hospital property 

for emergency/fire station. W-L land use

forest glen since we are such a small county, can we limit the number of 

residential building?  We are always having tremendous problems 

with accommodating students that exist and the proposed new 

schools will not take care of those.  Central Library lease

All needs should be considered together and planning should be 

done for the long term. Maintaining the environmental and 

neighborhoods is important. W-L long range planning

neighborhood 

characteristics

Quincy Park N Long term: Buck look at density, already too many high rises, too 

much population +too many students=too much traffic. Stresses on 

infrastructure. W-L long range planning Buck

Long term plan for shirlington  should connect with four mile run 

valley. Especially parking and sports. Key long range planning Shirlington Road

pentagon city/Lyon 

park

Use principles to make acquisitions with immediate usability and 

long term flexible potential. Key long range planning

Penrose/Arlington 

Heights (on border

Please consider using short-term resources for long-term gain
Arl Mill long range planning



No one live spoken with has any idea of what the county's vision is 

for development. It feels like something ominous that is happening 

to us-and not a potentially positive vision of a better future that we 

will benefit from.  Long time residents who want to maintain open 

space and natural values feel like they're being told to get out of the 

way.  this creates a fight or flight response.  the board and staff and 

the advisory commissions should focus more on explaining their 

vision for growth.  and neighborhood preservation as this would help 

greatly to alleviate fears and aim to build trust.
W-L long range planning

#1 priority is a holistic, comprehensive vision for the future of whole 

county, including schools.  We can no longer make decisions and 

build or plan just because an opportunity comes up. Piggyback on 

something without a broad holistic plan has to stop
W-L long range planning

think long term.decouple use from bigger picture-space. Think 

utilization over time Key long range planning

I don’t agree with the “givens” – that continuing population growth 

at the same pace has to continue. Please make these bedrock 

decisions first before focusing on individual parcels, individual 

developer pressures, and continual permits for greater density/more 

condos and apartments. Wider lens on this issue.
W-L long range planning

Buckingham county needs less development (change the GLUP to achieve this
W-L long range planning

clarendon-

courthouse

Before allowing for more development, whether private or Arlington 

sponsored the present needs for services, schools, parks, etc.  This 

needs to be taken care of first. having developers pay into a fund for 

these matters is essential. W-L long range planning

Ballston Virginia square

We need to look at all sites at the same time and not in one offs. 

Need an integrated approach to all of these facility needs.
long range planning

Yorktown
Think long term. Acquire land for X. 

W-L long range planning

bluemont The mix of complicated alternatives of sites, traffic, mix of land uses, 

populations might be integrated into a computer program that would 

be useful in receiving and decision making. 
W-L long range planning

boulevard manor
Think long term.  

Long Branch long range planning



Westover Village As a member of Community Facilities Study, I feel it is most crucial 

that JFAC be concerned with long-range facility decisions rather than 

being bogged down in upcoming specific site discussions. Recent 

experience suggests future planning has been lacking with some 

County, school, firehouse and operational decisions. 

Westover

long range planning

boulevard manor there is a need for an ongoing fund for acquiring land for unspecified 

purposes (to be determined later (needs inventory, potential use, 

have a coordinated long range plan that matches needs with land 

sites,  site considerations of individual properties, dollars available, 

does the proposal comply with the long range plan
long range planning

glen carlyn County needs a vision. Where are the county goals? Include schools , 

population planning, traffic planning, green space. W-L long range planning

Long term view and planning essential
W-L long range planning

shirlington Preserve some area in County for light industrial uses such as auto 

businesses in Shirlington area. W-L misc

Buck Space-allow for mixed use, allow unique businesses that cannot 

normally utilize regular retail space to be given a smaller area to run. Langston 

Brown mixed use Buck Buck

Westover  Dynamic Gymnastics serves a great need in the County, please allow 

them to keep their lease.

Westover
mixed use Buck

clarendon-

courthouse

The Buck property would be great location for school expansions and 

fields, especially if merged with Hayes Park.  Also, building a space 

above I 66 would be a perfect opportunity to expand usage.  
W-L mixed use Buck

Virginia Square Use the Buck property in a way that is consistent with the vision of 

density and walkability from the metro corridor. Use it for schools, 

parks, fields, recreational facilities to serve the current and, near-

term forecast (~3000 new units within 1 mile) and likely larger-term 

increases in density Arl Mill mixed use Buck

pentagon city/Lyon 

park

JFAC should keep in mind that each use does not need its own 

dedicated permanent square footage. Uses can be stacked vertically 

and can share the same space at different times.  The county should 

make sure to consider how needs and technologies may change in 

the future and whether there are other landowners it could share 

space to meet needs. Key mixed use

Penrose/Arlington 

Heights (on border

Mixed use for public/private use works well in places like San Diego 

where this is high demand and a vibrant community culture
Arl Mill mixed use



please plan for services that support residents day to day community 

needs.  Arlington lacks community planning. Schools, parks, trails and 

community centers foster urban communities. Once a more 

comprehensive plan for current and future needs is put forth, the 

other sectors can be filled in (like support services).  Please do NOT 

put up industrial complexes or buildings in these spaces.  Arlington 

needs community structure
W-L mixed use

EFC/Lee Hwy Let's build up and build SMART, making buildings/land multiuse Westover
mixed use

Ballston Arlington needs incubator space (commercial kitchen space, room for 

new small business) -look at county storage underground with 

community space above. Kenmore multi

Not available

the buck property should be used for purposes compatible with 

nearby schools and able to be utilized on a site with limited 

transportation access. That said, active light industrial was seen 

appropriate given the size, location, and relative isolation of the site.  

Such uses should be buffered to protect as much as possible adjacent 

residential neighborhoods. FCC

neighborhood 

character Buck

glen carlyn
please be aware of the effect of bright lights from the sites on nearby 

homes W-L

neighborhood 

characteristic/impac

t

Virginia square Buck: if the cube storage space goes on the buck property, it should 

be located in a way that does not prevent future use of the property 

for schools, etc., and must take into account the homes next door--as 

all existing buildings are low without bright lights
W-L

neighborhood 

characteristics Buck

Bluemont Make schools and their green spaces priorities. Teachers should not 

have to be itinerant cart-pushers; they should have their own 

classrooms. W-L open space school planning

Virginia square Buck: size of space-greater for open space and schools with fields
W-L open space Buck

Buckingham County needs more open space, meadows and trees; should be first 

priority for BUCK, Carlin Springs and other sites. W-L open space Buck



cherrydale with the buck property you could build across s66.  if you did, you 

could connect underutilized green space (hidden pond, cherry 

valley), expand popular Hayes park and get more value out of these 

combined park areas-than each one individually.  On top of that 2 

schools are immediately adjacent to it, east and west.  see this 

property as a way to make the neighborhood more connected and to 

make green space more connected
Kenmore open space Buck

Be creative about the AHC site on Carlin Springs - preserve the 

sledding hill. Arl Mill open space Carlin Springs

Williamsburg The natural resources of Arlington, including trees and wildlife are 

critical tot the mental and physical health of our residents. The 

county must do a much better job in protecting its tree canopy and 

wildlife habitat. Please do not allow for the clear cutting of our few 

remaining green spaces. Long Branch open space

Need to consider decreased demands on parks and open space as 

population increases.  Move focus to maintaining quality of life
Shirlington open space

Consider multiple use options including (as appropriate) additional 

recreational facilities for both active and passive recreation
Key open space

As much nature as possible should be retained. W-L open space

green space W-L open space

Very important to make environmental concerns a top profit in all 

planning. Preserve and increase green space and parkland whenever 

possible. We are facing global climate change and Arlington needs to 

show national leadership in how to plan to preserve the planet.
Kenmore open space

Green space is vital W-L open space

Hyde park condo need open space Central Library open space

Williamsburg Parks, open spaces, trees, need to be protected. Westover open space

ashton heights As we become a more urban county, it is more important to 

efficiently use the land that we have. So the work JFAC is doing is 

very important. It is also important to keep all the pieces in mind. 

And open space needs to be kept in the mix. W-L open space

clarendon-

courthouse

The property in clarendon behind whole foods between Clarendon 

and Wilson and between Orvill and Cleveland streets would be a 

great park that is sorely needed I the center of a highly dense and 

developed area and one of the last possibilities to have such a spot.
W-L open space



shirlington
Protect current open spaces in County, especially for non-organized 

recreation such as hiking, walking, picnicking, playgrounds
W-L open space

Ballston Virginia 

Square

Invest in our future and in keeping Arlington green.  Focus on kids, 

schools and green space. FCC open space

boulevard manor Preserve and enhance green spaces Long Branch open space

·         Maintain open space – as much as possible. W-L open space

glen carline we must consolidate and shrink the building footprint-Arlington so 

that we have parks, land and trees. Why can't we go up. It is the only 

way greenspace will be preserved Kenmore open space

glen carlyn please keep in mind that the carline spring site is surrounded by park 

land and neighborhood.  please consider ecologically--park land 

around carline springs Central Library open space

forest glen keep as much green space close to peoples residences.  Central Library open space

bluemont preserve, connect and add to green space and parkland. Green 

infrastructure is an important capacity that needs to be accounted 

for along with green infrastructure. As the population grown, the 

need for green infrastructure grows as well and is critical for the well 

being of county residents Kenmore open space

Madison Manor Open space land for parks, passive recreation etc. is a resource that is 

undervalued. There are not many objective, quantitative ways to 

value these lands. There are, however, a large number of 

quantitative measures to value land for other uses. Not many people 

would put their children's needs for a "world class school" over open 

space, quiet space, green space means that sq. ft. will almost never 

be repurposed back from commercial to park land, etc.

Westover

open space

forest glen can Arlington county rent space outside of the county for buses, 

material storage, etc. it seem our land is too expensive and needs for 

other uses.  Maybe we can join with other jurisdictions--like McLean 

for school bus storage. We don’t need to solve all of our problems 

within our tiny jurisdiction. we are not an island. work with others
Central Library

out of county 

property

Ballston Virginia 

square

We need to build up above the I66 decks -above the Central Library.  
parking

Explore storing buses / salt in Pentagon Parking lot, other counties, 

and around Arlington (distributed)

Westover
parking

Virginia square Buck:  Using the space for ART or school buses would be a poor use 

of the property (notice/pollution) next o SFH W-L parking-bus Buck

Is there Pentagon land the County could use to park buses? Westover parking-bus



Park school buses at schools. Langston 

Brown parking-bus

Analyze requirements (high school students taking public ART buses 

vs finding storage for school). Key parking-bus

forest glen Make smarter use of the school land -have parking school buses 

instead of trying to develop a large school bus parking area.
Kenmore parking-bus

Yorktown Park buses at neighborhood schools, Pentagon. W-L parking-bus

Ballston Use school parking lots to store buses after hours. Kenmore parking-bus

shirlington I am encouraging the county to consider the use of schools parking 

for school buses and utilizes the parking lots for other needs
Kenmore parking-bus

Consider public-private partnerships to achieve desirable ends.
W-L

public/private 

partnerships

glen carline the narrative needs to be flipped. Let's talk about serving the quality 

of life needs of existing residents not the services/landscaping/facility 

for new people yet to come Kenmore quality of life

Claremont Please build more schools with pools vs. an aquatic center Arl Mill recreation

boulevard manor Arlington is not an island-communicate with those jurisdictions along 

our borders. Long Branch

regional 

coordination

leeway Overlee We need more school developments yesterday. Schools can be parks 

and farmers markets and fields and community hubs but the highest 

need short and long term is schools (Schools are why people pay for 

Arlington county prices.

Langston 

Brown school planning co-location
·         Stop residential development until the County gets a handle on 

needed schools and core services. W-L school planning density

glen carlyn
do not add a fourth school to carline springs neighborhood, please W-L school planning Carlin Springs

Westover No more density for housing until the school space problem is fixed. 

No trailers!

Westover
school planning

Westover The IB program should be open to the whole County and right now, 

the school is just too crowded to accommodate all potential IB 

students. 

Westover

school planning

Don't wait until the student population is critical before planning for 

schools. Arl Mill school planning

More control needed over APS spending. They should use the 

architects that other jurisdictions use at lower costs. Why are we 

paying for Montessori programs and schools like HB Woodlawn? Half 

of our budget goes to 15-20% of the populations. Do we check our 

enrollments to make sure students are qualified to attend Arlington 

schools?

Westover

school planning



 Arlington should also stop increasing residential (high density ) 

building until they get the overcrowding in schools (all levels) 

addressed. W-L school planning

Schools need more, but smaller sites/programs around the county 

(no more 2,000 seat high schools). W-L school planning
Arlington needs both interim and long-term steps to address school 

overcrowding while still keeping standards high and quality of 

education consistent with other districts. W-L school planning

Push APS to split elementary schools from K-2 and 3-5.  K-2 require 

ground egress. 3-5 grades can be put in office buildings. 
Kenmore school planning

We need to get ahead of the school capacity crisis. Schools can be 

dual use -and if no longer needed in the distant future can become 

community centers. Kenmore school planning

Ballston Virginia 

square

As you work with developers to redevelop parcels of land, please 

consider that when you build 12-20 story buildings, people with 

young children are moving into these buildings. school planning

Ballston Virginia 

square

schools are the top need in the county particularly from Columbia 

pike to lee highway in the corridors and redevelopment
school planning

Claremont We may need as many as 15,000 more school seats by 2040. Before 

locking down any free land, make sure there is a viable PLAN for 

school construction that meets these long-term needs.
Arl Mill school planning

cherrydale The #1 priority for the county should be to provide sufficient space 

for the county's schools. If we truly care about the future of 

Arlington, we will invest in its young. Kenmore school planning

Donaldson Run/ I am most concerned about finding a location for a new high school 

that sounds alone and is not adjacent to Washington lee. I have 

elementary children and don’t want them to be a massive high 

school campus with thousands of students school planning

Tara-Leeway Heights Rethink choice/option schools. While they are nice to have, it is 

unreasonable to essentially provide a private school education for 

the lucky few at the expense of the majority. New HBW MUST be 

bigger.

Westover

school planning

rock springs we urge you to remember that people move to Arlington because of 

the schools but that will no longer be the case if we don't have space 

for them. W-L school planning



Westover So many difficult choices, and I feel like school overcrowding has 

become an existential crisis for Arlington. The projections are dire: 

for the last decade they have only managed to barely keep their 

heads above water by using trailers. School facilities are crucial to the 

economic health of the County. If we don't get ahead of the problem 

we put the county at risk. APS is PATHOLOGICALLY afraid of 

overbuilding. (overbuild now and in the future you get civic 

amenities should pop. decline - daycare, pre-k, senior centers, arts 

spaces) Proposed: 2nd HB at Madison Center; STEM campus at Buck, 

ES & HS; Reed to 725, use as school & other programs.

Westover

school planning

glen carlyn JFAC must consider the overall community need and impacts 

whether requested to it or not. For example in siting a high school, 

JFAC needs to provide some input into the impacts such as traffic 

congestion on critical arterials during rush hour (Carlin Springs). 

failure of allowing JFAC to provide input significantly undermines 

their ability to fulfill their charter. Kenmore school planning

glen carlyn Get creative about schools. Is a comprehensive high school 

necessary? Or would smaller focused schools be an alternative W-L school planning

glencarlyn People/county/schools need to think outside the box and not let 

facilities lead discussions that are better left to a broader 

conversation about diversity and inclusion just like facilities related 

to school needs to be led by Instruction and Curricula Committee first 

and facilities come second. W-L school planning

dominion hills The school system will need land for facilities, and once the land has 

been developed or redeveloped for other uses, its probably gone. So 

with that in mind, if there are opportunities to acquire large plots of 

land now, please lean in favor of acquiring it
Kenmore school planning

Williamsburg Having high school kids take the ART bus may also be a good idea t 

save money on buses. W-L

school 

transportation

I would urge the county and APS to work collaboratively together to 

sit needs in creative ways that maximize available space such as 

colocation of school and county needs Kenmore

School/County 

Coordination co-location

Cherrydale Take into account equity, transportation, fiscal impact. Break down 

silos within Arlington (notably APS & Parks). Work with partners - 

e.g., neighboring jurisdictions and the federal government.

Westover

school/county 

coordination

regional 

coordination

Dominion Hills We must acquire the Carlin Springs site. Look for ways to get all 

government bodies to work collaboratively on land use going 

forward.

Westover
school/county 

coordination Carlin Springs



Coordination between county and schools. Planning-not knee jerk 

reactions to perceived problems. Key

School/County 

Coordination

Continue schools/county collaboration.
W-L

School/County 

Coordination

I truly hope the county and school board work together to determine 

the best use of the limited land moving forward. They need to 

account for macro and micro view of the communities they are 

serving and all of the populations W-L

School/County 

Coordination

County and schools should work collaboratively to make decisions.
Kenmore

school/county 

coordination

cherrydale I want to see better coordination of space plans across the county, 

especially between the school board and the county board. don't 

consider space to be county space or school space. We all pay the 

same taxes. Maximize the use of space for everyone in the 

community Kenmore

school/county 

coordination

Westover Better coordination between APS and county board is obviously 

needed and was a theme in tonight's discussion Kenmore

school/county 

coordination

boulevard manor
More communication between different departments of the county.

Long Branch

school/county 

coordination

Penrose very important to consider increased coordination between APS and 

County for land acquisition and use Kenmore

school/county 

coordination

Tara-Leeway Heights Break down silos between County vs. APS vs. Park. We are one 

County.

Westover school/county 

coordination

forest glen Any existing industrial zoning in shirlington area should not be 

changed as long as the county has light industrial needs (e.g.,. Vehicle 

services, bus, parking, etc.)--the back of the house needs.
Kenmore shirlington road

Storage of any kind should not be utilized in prime space. Langston 

Brown storage-opposed

Quincy Park N Short term : Buck property could be used for seldom-used services 

like sand/pipes etc. Quincy St is only 2 lanes and therefore cannot 

support daily bus parking (coming and going). Traffic would be too 

much. W-L Traffic congestion Buck

glencarlyn Traffic and safety are a tremendous concern on Carlin springs W-L traffic congestion Carlin Springs

glen carlyn Locate uses with truck traffic near access to highways.
Kenmore

Traffic 

congestion/safety

Virginia square Buck: traffic -exit onto Quincy is difficult to get out of especially when 

traffic backs up due to light on wash Blvd. W-L traffic/safety Buck



glen carlyn No facility should be by the that would increase vehicle traffic on 

Carlin Springs Road. This would include facilities on land already 

owned by eh  county or APS (such as an additional school or 

expanded school on the property currently occupied by Carlin Springs 

elementary and Kenmore middle schools. Kenmore traffic/safety Carlin Springs

cherrydale consider traffic impact for all of the uses discussed tonight, especially 

for safety of pedestrians and bicyclists Kenmore traffic/safety

forest glen Any use at carline springs, if it is acquired, should NOT be industrial 

and should not increase rush hour traffic on Carlin Springs Road.
Kenmore traffic/safety

glen carlyn traffic on carline springs is horrible now-it will only get worse if that 

site is developed Central Library traffic/safety

Charge for parking. Make walking and biking easier. Langston 

Brown

transportation 

infrastructure

Aurora Highlands Sites should be scanned and scored for their ability to take advantage 

of transportation infrastructure -- particularly for non-auto 

transportation (i.e. which sites have the potential to have the least 

impact in traffic) and require less parking (ability to use funds for 

facility construction and not parking) Arl Mill

transportation 

infrastructure

Include transportation planning that elevates shirlington road, four 

milr run drive and the ramps of 395. this creates at grade access from 

Jennie Dean Park to  XXX… Key

transportation 

infrastructure

I would like to see an improved process for developing and updating 

GLUP and civic association plans. Some cash could use help in 

conducting surveys and developing their plans. Central Library zoning GLUP

Some areas/properties need to be rezoned to accommodate the 

many needs of Arlington County. W-L zoning

Get defined requirements-question zoning. Key zoning

glen carlyn Preserving industrial land is important in small county.  Locate 

industrial uses in current industrial zoning. Kenmore zoning

Bluemont County should be faithful to zoning ordinance – don’t provide bonus 

density – better to negotiate for public benefit. W-L zoning

Bellevue forest learning that the buck property is not suitable for high density 

buildings was surprising Central Library zoning

Ballston Virginia 

square

consider what the historical community message has been on a given 

site. (i.e., saying a side is residential for 30 years -more weight than a 

site that has recently been re-designated Kenmore zoning


